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Insights
As DoD and Department of Homeland Security continue to implement standardization
across the national CBRNE Enterprise and promote the coordination of these standards
among federal, state, local, and tribal communities, national preparedness and response
grows ever more dependent on enhanced interoperability. Enforcement of 2011 Test
& Evaluation standards for equipment usage is today being felt from the smallest local
HAZMAT teams up to National Guard and DHS Homeland Response Force levels.
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The Winter 2012/2013 CST & CBRNE Source Book explores the multi-pronged world
of mass hazard response from enhanced biological threat detection to marine explosive
ordnance disposal to large area CBRN civil defense. MAJ Jody Lupo, Commander, NY 24th
Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) Civil Support Team (CST), provides a perspective
on the latest efforts to secure the labyrinth that is the NY metropolitan and tri-state area.
From the halls of the Joint Program Executive Office for Chemical Biological Defense
(JPEO-CBD), LTC John R. Bailey, Joint Product Manager for Consequence Management
(JPM-CM), JPEO-CBD, gives readers insight into day-to-day efforts that consume the time
and energy of those tasked with localizing the effects of attack scenarios with prevent
planning and post-event operations. We then dive into the critical efforts of Navy EOD
Group One (EODGRU-1), San Diego, CA, as they speak to their multiple EOD Mobile Units
(EODMU), Training and Evaluation, EOD Expeditionary Support, Mobile Diving, and various
shore-based detachments geographically dispersed according to the requirements of the
commands they support.
On the policy front, at a recent first-of-its-kind U.S. Army-sponsored Advanced Planning for
Industry Small Business Forum at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, the magazine sat down
with leadership from DoD’s CBRN Defense Program as they discussed key challenges
facing the country, including how industry is playing a critical part in ensuring readiness
and creating a contracting environment that offers a “win-win” for both public and private
partners.
Protection against terrorist events has both immediate- and long-range components. The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response must
physically protect obvious high-value targets such as reactors while also ensuring safe
transportation of less dramatic nuclear material that, if stolen, would represent a major
national security threat. The Edgewood Chemical Biological Center in Aberdeen, MD, can
take the longer view: The Center develops solutions to counter a wide variety of CBRNE
threats of the present and future.
Feel free to contact us with any questions or comments. Happy reading!
Sincerely,
Christian Sheehy
Managing Editor
Tactical Defense Media
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The Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, located near Waynesboro, GA. (NRC)

NRC NSIR:
Bolstering National Defense and
Protecting the Environment
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s Office
of Nuclear Security and Incident Response
(NRC NSIR) works to maintain effective
nuclear security and response preparedness
in support of public safety, national defense,
and environmental protection.
By Rebecca Richardson, Physical Scientist, and
Rebecca Stone, Engineer, NRC NSIR

This story, like many others, begins on 9/11. The horrifying
images of destruction in New York City and Washington, DC,
and the devastating debris strewn across the Pennsylvania
countryside are vivid memories for all Americans of a day that
forever changed the way a nation views its security.
Employees of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
gathered that day in the agency’s Operations Center in
Rockville, MD, and Incident Response Centers at four
regional offices to assess potential threats to the nation’s
nuclear power plants in the wake of the attacks. They quickly
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realized that the NRC’s requirements for securing nuclear
materials needed to change dramatically.
Working closely with federal, state, tribal, and local
authorities, the NRC’s Office of Nuclear Security and Incident
Response (NSIR) can act quickly to disseminate threat
information to licensees and allow effective emergency
response in the event of an attack. Together, these layers
of defense provide a level of security second to none in the
national commercial sector.

Division

of

Security Operations

NSIR’s Division of Security Operations coordinates with
other federal agencies in the intelligence community and the
military to assess the terrorist threat and detect, prevent, or
respond to any attacks.
NSIR’s staff assesses threats by reviewing and analyzing
intelligence information and routinely communicating with
intelligence and law enforcement agencies at the federal,
state, and local levels. These threat assessments can
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provide indications and warnings of potential attacks or other
malevolent activities directed at nuclear facilities or radioactive
materials licensees. In the event of a specific threat, NSIR’s
intelligence staff forms the core of an interdisciplinary team
that assesses the credibility of a communicated threat
and, working with NSIR physical security counterparts,
recommends protective actions to licensees.
The NRC requires nuclear power plant operators and
certain fuel fabrication facilities to have robust physical
security programs to deter and defend against attacks. The
security programs focus on a “design basis threat,” or DBT,
determined by the NRC as the most credible threat a private
security force should be able to defeat. It is based on realistic
assumptions about the tactics, techniques, and procedures
used by international and domestic terrorist groups and
organizations. NSIR staff regularly review the DBT against
current threat intelligence, both domestic and foreign, to
determine if any changes to the DBT are warranted.
The DBT was updated following the 9/11 attacks, and
NSIR also strengthened requirements for force-on-force
inspections. Each plant undergoes a full force-on-force
inspection once every three years. The process spans
several weeks and includes both tabletop drills and simulated
combat between the plant’s security force and a mock
adversary force. The attackers attempt to reach and damage
key safety systems and components that protect the reactor
core and the spent nuclear fuel pool, both of which may
contain radioactive fuel. Targets for fuel cycle facilities are a
bit different but follow the same concepts requiring protection
from malicious actions.
Active-duty U.S. special operations forces (SOFs) advise
the NRC teams that conduct force-on-force inspections.
NSIR evaluates the results of each exercise, and deficiencies
are quickly corrected.

Division

of

Security Policy

NSIR’s Division of Security Policy sets the requirements
for securing commercial nuclear facilities and radioactive
materials. This division conducts technical reviews of
physical security plans, contingency plans, and training and
qualification programs for currently licensed power reactors
and fuel cycle facilities. It also reviews applications for early
site permits, design certifications, and combined operating
licenses for new and advanced reactors.
The NRC’s security efforts go beyond protecting nuclear
power plants. In the aftermath of 9/11, NSIR conducted
sophisticated computer models to assess the impacts
of aircraft crashes and ground assaults on facilities that
store spent nuclear fuel in dry casks. The results of these
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assessments provide high assurance that all approved cask
systems can securely store and protect the spent fuel. Spent
fuel storage facilities are required to have an onsite physical
security system to protect against any unauthorized access.
Licensees transporting spent fuel must follow approved
routes and employ armed escorts, immobilization devices,
and redundant communications systems. NSIR coordinates
security for such shipments with other federal agencies,
including the departments of Energy, Transportation and
Homeland Security, as well as state authorities. Shipping
containers for spent fuel already have strong safety features:
they can withstand dropping, puncturing, flooding, and fire.
These features protect the spent fuel against sabotage as
well as accidents.
Other radioactive mate¬rials have many beneficial uses in
medicine, academia, and industry. Some materials, however,
can be harmful if misused. For these reasons, NSIR regulates
the use and handling of certain radioactive materials in the
United States to guard against them being stolen and used
in a “dirty bomb,” for example.
For the export of high-risk radioactive materials, the
NRC assesses and determines whether the importing
country’s regulatory infrastructure is sufficient to maintain
adequate control over the material. In countries without such
controls, the International Atomic Energy Agency guidelines
provide for “exceptional circumstances” under which high
risk sources may be exported with additional conditions
imposed on the licensee. The NRC continues to support
the development of international standards for implementing
IAEA’s recommendations for the import and export of
radioactive sources.
Recognizing the evolving threat environment, NSIR is
working closely with its federal partners to address the
emerging issue of cyber security. New domestic and foreign
threats are increasing, as are new tools that these adversaries
can use to exploit potentially vulnerable information systems.
NSIR is responsible for developing and enforcing cyber
security requirements for NRC licensees, and the office
takes a graded approach to developing these requirements
commensurate with the risks associated with each type of
facility.

Division

of

Preparedness

and

Response

NSIR and FEMA evaluate full-scale exercises at some NRC
licensed facilities involving federal, state, and local agencies
to ensure that emergency preparedness programs and
the skills of the emergency responders remain effective.
Before 2001, only a few emergency preparedness exercises
simulated hostile actions using violent force in an attempt to
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destroy equipment, take hostages, or intimidate the licensee
to achieve an end. Following 2001, NSIR determined
that radiological consequences associated with a hostile
action event would be similar to those from other types of
events; however, a hostile action event could pose unique
challenges to an emergency preparedness program that
could impinge upon the effectiveness of the program.
Currently, nuclear power plant licensees conduct a hostileaction based exercise as one of its evaluated biennial
exercises. These hostile action-based exercises are intended
to demonstrate the licensee’s ability to coordinate onsite
security, operations, and emergency response personnel
with offsite organizations, such as state and local emergency
management and law enforcement.
The NRC also responds to incidents associated with
a U.S. nuclear power plant, nonpower reactors, fuel cycle
facility, or nuclear material licensees. NSIR regularly provides
support to other federal, state, and local response agencies
during major events such as hurricanes, floods, and wildfires.
The NRC directs its response to events from the Headquarters
Operations Center (HOC). The HOC is staffed 24 hours a

day, seven days a week, and the NRC has a Continuity
of Operations (COOP) plan to ensure that the agency can
continue to operate after a major event that disrupts normal
operations. NSIR exercises its COOP capabilities to prepare
for potential terrorist attacks or other incidents that could
disrupt operations.

A History

of

Protection

With a proven history of providing resources to its partners
during training and actual events, the NRC supports
federal interagency exercises such as the National Level
Exercises, which reflect an “all-hazards” approach to the
nation’s emergency response efforts. Thus, scenarios can
be used that potentially involve simulated weapons of mass
destruction, major storms, or terrorist attacks. Participation
in these exercises provides NSIR with valuable feedback to
enhance its own response program.

More info: nrc.gov
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NY 24th CST:

Deterrence Through Preparedness
The 24th Weapons of Mass Destruction
Civil Support Team is an essential part of the
U.S. all-hazards response framework, both
locally in NY State and nationally as part of the
CBRNE Enterprise.
By MAJ Jody M. Lupo, Commander
24th Civil Support Team, WMD

Located in Brooklyn, NY, the 24th Weapons of Mass Destruction
Civil Support Team (CST) is one of two CSTs in New York State.
The 24th CST is primarily tasked to support the five boroughs
of New York City and surrounding counties through close
cooperation and coordination between the County Offices of
Emergency Management, local and federal response agencies,
the New York Department of Homeland Security and Emergency
Management, and the New York Division of Military and Naval
Affairs.
The 24th CST was certified by the Secretary of Defense in
November 2010. During the team’s first 12 months of certification,
it executed more than 100 standby and assist missions in New
York City at events such as New Year’s Eve in Times Square, the
St. Patrick’s Day parade, meetings of the United Nations General
Assembly, and major sporting events like the U.S. Open tennis
tournament as well as Major League Baseball games. As the
24th CST moves into its third year of certification, the pace is
steadily increasing as the team gains recognition and is regularly
requested to support new events.
The 24th CST is primarily responsible for supporting the nine
southernmost counties of New York, seven of which are the
most populous in the state. This primary response area includes
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11,018,332 people, which can surge by several percent during
the average work day. The 2nd CST covers 53 counties and
the remaining 8,446,865 New Yorkers. Population density is the
main difference between each team’s primary response area.
This drives fundamental differences in physical infrastructure,
emergency response architecture, location and density of high
value targets, and training required to successfully conduct the
CST mission.
In addition to, and because of, this high population density, the
New York metro area contains innumerable high-payoff targets for
terrorists. New York City has been identified as one of Al Qaeda’s
top targets. In recent years, there have been many foiled attempts
to execute attacks on the city using CBRNE agents.
As of the end of fiscal year 2012, the 24th CST has conducted
more than 500 missions with partner agencies since its activation.
These operations ranged from desk side coordination and
planning meetings to multi-agency exercises, standby and assist
missions at major events, and all hazard response.

Multi-tiered Readiness
The CST provides an array of response capabilities and works
directly for the Incident Commander (IC) under the tactical
control of the branch to which he tasks the team in the incident
command structure. These capabilities include plume modeling
as well as extensive reachback to subject matter experts. The
survey section can make entry into contaminated environments,
conduct field analysis, and take evidentiary quality samples
for analysis by both the CST’s mobile laboratory and state or
federal laboratories, as directed by the IC. The command section
provides command and control for CST operations.
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The CST also provides a robust communications capability
that can restore Internet and telephone connections to
response agencies as required. During natural disasters,
communications are critical to rapidly coordinating immediate
response efforts. In the case of Hurricane Sandy (October
2012), the 24th CST provided Internet and voice-over-Internet
connections to the Ft. Hamilton Emergency Operations Center
and the NY National Guard Task Force Empire Shield. The 2nd
CST deployed to Island Park, NY, and provided connectivity
and radio interoperability for more than five response agencies
that deployed to support the relief effort. They were a critical
asset to civilian responders in an area where no infrastructure
survived the ravages of the storm.
This was an ideal use of a CST in a natural disaster. As the
incident progressed, the CST was relieved by other National
Guard resources. The CST’s ability to respond immediately to
fill capability gaps ensured seamless integration of National
Guard and Active Duty units into the response effort.

Complex Scenario Preparation
The role of the 24th CST in CBRNE incident preparedness is
to assist civilian authorities during all phases of preparation,
response, and recovery. To meet this objective the team must
conduct joint training and coordination during the preparation
phase, provide offensive detection and analysis capabilities
during the prevention phase, and facilitate rapid decisionmaking during the consequence management phase of any
incident. All of these endeavors are relevant to all-hazards
response operations in extreme weather events.
The 24th CST regularly trains in a complex urban
environment that includes subways, deep water ports, and
commercial shipping lanes as well as suburban and rural
terrain in the counties outside of the five boroughs of New
York City. Our access to such varied terrain has prepared
our team to deploy and execute operations in any location
nationwide. The complexity of the New York City urban terrain
and response infrastructure makes it very challenging for
military units that do not regularly train in this environment
to rapidly integrate into response operations. The 24th CST
regularly conducts area-specific training to operate safely in
the New York Metropolitan Area, such as the Con Edison
Electrical and Steam safety class or the Metropolitan Transit
Authority track safety class.
The 24th CST today participates in the Secure the Cities
(STC) Radiological Detection and Identification Program
and in STC maritime choke point operations designed
to protect lower Manhattan from waterborne radiological
attacks. We have also developed relationships and conducted
response training with the Plum Island Animal Disease Center,
which is responsible for protecting the U.S. domestic beef
and livestock industry through advanced vaccine research
and clinical testing. Rapid mitigation and consequence
management of an incident at the Plum Island facility is a
national security interest.
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The 24th CST Deploys a Survey Strike team via Blackhawk helicopter during a joint radiological
exercise with the Department of Energy RAP Team at Brookhaven National Laboratory. (ARNG)

Multi-Agency Coordination
Consequence management is critical to recovery after an
incident and can also deter attacks when an adversary perceives
the unified response will be too rapid to yield their intended
results. This is evidenced by the 2003 Al Qaeda plot to attack
the NYC Subway with cyanide gas. In this case, the NYPD
reported that the operatives were in place and surveillance had
been conducted, but then-CIA Director George Tenet reported
the attackers were told to stand down. (According to the book
The One Percent Doctrine, U.S. intelligence was confused as to
why Al Qaeda called off the attack. – TDM Editors)
In 2010, an estimated $175 billion in cargo moved through
New York Harbor, nearly $500 million every day. The 24th CST
actively trains with the U.S. Coast Guard, NYPD Harbor, NYPD
ESU, and the TSA to conduct maritime response operations
that will not only protect the citizens of New York but mitigate
national and global economic stresses caused by prolonged
response operations. This cooperative effort is facilitated by
the location of the 24th CST. There are countless examples of
these types of high-payoff targets throughout the 24th CST’s
response area, and because of our location, we are able to
build the relationships with civilian responders and emergency
managers that lead to successful response operations.

Today

and

Beyond

A cornerstone of the NYC plan to prevent terrorist attacks is
overt demonstrations of preparedness both during special
events and randomly in the form of various surge operations.
The 24th CST actively supports this through staging at special
events and conducting exercises with our partners across our
primary response area. This is only possible because of our
location. Agencies do not submit a formal request for a CST
standby every day in New York City because it is understood
by the New York City Police Department, New York Fire
Department, the U.S. Coast Guard, the Port Authority NY/NJ,
and the tens of other agencies that the 24th CST—by nature of
its Ft. Hamilton location—is always ready to respond.
More info: arng.army.mil
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Leadership Corner

Providing Materiel
Solutions to CBRN
Responders
The mission of the Product Manager, Consequence Management
(PM CM) under the Joint Program Executive Office for Chemical
Biological Defense (JPEO-CBD), Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD, is to provide the highest quality materiel solutions to
DoD consequence management responders through the
application of rapid acquisition and rapid fielding. This product
office provides chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear
analytical, communications, protection, response, and survey
capabilities in support of civil support teams (CSTs) and reserve
reconnaissance and decontamination platoons in support of
homeland security requirements.
As part of the JPEO-CBD’s Joint Project Manager, Guardian,
the PM CM provides technical assistance to military, civil
support teams, and local first responders. The PM
works with customers to assess their requirements
in the event of a CBRN incident.
For its military customers, PM CM
provides technical expertise, engineering,
acquisition processing, contracting,
logistics, and business management
services. Key tasks and functions of
the PM include constant Commercial
Off-the-Shelf (COTS) market surveillance.
The product office provides the right mix
of sustainment support to the field, acts
as a customer liaison, and participates in
communications, while offering multiple rapid
procurement avenues and assistance in translating
customer materiel needs into requirements. PM CM provides
integration and management of competencies across the
consequence management spectrum.
LTC John R. Bailey graduated from North Georgia College in
Dahlonega, GA, with a Bachelor of Business Administration in
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LTC John R. Bailey
Joint Product Manager
Consequence Management
Joint Program Executive Office for
Chemical and Biological Defense
marketing. He was commissioned in June 1993 as
a 2LT in the Medical Service Corps. He earned
his MBA in supply chain management from the
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA,
in 2004.
LTC Bailey has served in a myriad of
medical logistics positions at the tactical,
operational, and strategic levels of the
Army. His assignments include Platoon
Leader; Property Book Officer; Division
Medical Supply Officer; Operation and Plans
Officer; Battalion Supply Officer; Company
Commander; and Multi-National Corps Iraq,
Medical Logistics Plans Officer. He recently
completed a tour in Germany where he led both
the Materiel Management Division and the Distribution and
Transportation Division and served as the Deputy Commander
for Operations at the United States Army Medical Materiel
Center – Europe (USAMMCE). He has deployed in support of
IFOR in Bosnia-Herzegovina with the 1st Armored Division and
Operation Iraqi Freedom with V Corps.
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Mass casualty decontamination response for Defense Chemical Biological and Nuclear Response Force (DCRF) operations offers the latest in rapid mobile decon capabilities. (DoD)

CBRNE events are not where the “action is.” In fact, U.S. forces
have not dealt with a WMD attack since World War I—and the
country has handled only relatively minor incidents since then. This
is not luck: Recognition of the horrors of these weapons led to
international agreements discouraging them, and maintaining an
arsenal of such weapons deters major adversaries from bringing
unconventional threats to the battlefield. During the Cold War, the
dominant policy paradigm contended that war must be made
mutually too devastating to actually occur. Against non-state actors
such as international terrorists, however, international norms and
traditional deterrence are less effective. Today, enemies of the U.S.
actively seek incredibly destructive weapons in order to kill civilians
and service members at home and abroad. Organizations tasked
with minimizing the damage from potential WMD attacks not only
save lives but help provide an element of deterrence by changing
the risk and reward calculation of the enemy.
Consequence Management addresses current needs by
providing technical assistance to the military, civil support teams,
local first responders, and U.S. allies. LTC Bailey must prepare to
quickly deploy the proper units and provide the right expertise if an
attack occurs, and he must simultaneously work to find the best
equipment—old and new, built to requirements and off-the-shelffor those in the frontlines of CBRNE response.
LTC Bailey was interviewed by CST & CBRNE Editor Christian
Sheehy.
CST & CBRNE: Please speak to your role and functions as
JPM-CM, JPEO-CBD.
LTC Bailey: I serve as the Joint Product Manager Consequence
Management. The program office is situated within the Joint
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Program Manager for Guardian, [which] is overseen by the Joint
Program Executive Office for Chemical and Biological Defense.
As the JPM of Consequence Management, I am responsible
for managing the acquisition process for Chemical, Biological,
Radiological, Nuclear, and High Yield explosive (CBRNE) programs
of record such as the Common Analytical Laboratory System
and the Unified Command Suite and managing the life cycle
management process for mission critical, commercial-off-the-shelfbased equipment products that we field and sustain for several
CBRNE units within the joint military community like the National
Guard Bureau Weapons of Mass Destruction Civil Support Teams
and the U.S. Army 20th Support Command (CBRNE).
CST & CBRNE: From a domestic perspective, how is CM
addressing the ongoing needs of first responder force training
and preparation in terms of joint force and cross-sector
information sharing and integration?
LTC Bailey: One of our more recent efforts involves providing rapid
procurement, fielding, and training support to the Defense CBRNE
Response Force and the Command and Control Chemical,
Biological, Radiological, Nuclear Response Element – B Units
within the U.S. Army. U.S. Northern Command (USNORTHCOM)
conducts CBRN response operations within the domestic portion
of their area of responsibility to support civil authorities in response
to CBRN incidents in order to save lives and minimize human
suffering. We assisted USNORTHCOM and U.S. Army North with
training and equipping well over 18,000 military responders with
the knowledge and capability needed to operate in a post-CBRNE
attack environment. Units are trained to work with local responders
to perform mass casualty decontamination, search and extraction,
and reconnaissance missions.
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Rapid Reaction Tunnel Detection (R2TD) provides an advanced suite of tunnel detection sensing technologies to alert commanders of the presence of clandestine tunnels that pose a direct
threat to installations, forward operating bases, and critical infrastructure security. (DoD)

CST & CBRNE: From a global perspective, how is CM
supporting the JPEO-CBD in working to promote positive
relationships with foreign national CBRN offices for
enhanced readiness here at home?
LTC Bailey: We have been extremely motivated to support our
headquarters, the JPEO-CBD, in developing valuable relationships
with the international community. In June, my office assisted the
JPEO-CBD in hosting a CBRNE Exposition. There, we not only
displayed some of our mobile laboratories and communication
systems vehicles, but my staff had the opportunity to speak
with military officers and foreign defense officials from [countries
belonging to the Inter-American Defense Board, which develops
collaborative approaches on common defense and security
issues facing countries in North, Central, and South America] and
share and demonstrate the immense capability for CBRNE event
preparedness here at Aberdeen Proving Ground. As a follow-on to
this event, we were given the opportunity to share our capabilities
with one of the military leaders of Brazil and the Japan Ministry of
Defense with the hope that we may support the JPEO-CBD in
fostering a valuable relationship.
CST & CBRNE: Looking ahead at changing DHS requirements
for dealing with increasingly asymmetric global threats to the
U.S., what are some of the key challenges you see facing CM?
LTC Bailey: One of the key challenges lies in the interface of
evolving global threats and changing user requirements with
equipment capability and managing acquisition timelines. It is critical
to understand the threat, accurately capture user requirements,
ensure traceability of these requirements, and aggressively manage
acquisition of materiel solutions that are safe, suitable, and effective.
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CST & CBRNE: Feel free to discuss any accomplishments
or current/long-term objectives your office has achieved/is
working to bring to fruition.
LTC Bailey: Currently, we are looking for opportunities to provide
our users with a more integrated solution for installation security,
emergency preparedness, and communications during a CBRNE
disaster. We are working to leverage this integration through the
development of a worldwide deployable Common Analytical
Laboratory and the modernization of the National Guard’s Civil
Support Team Unified Command Suite. A major accomplishment
this year was working with the U.S. Army Engineer Research and
Development Center to provide an intrusion detection capability
called the Rapid Reaction Tunnel Detection (R2TD) System.
R2TD provides an advanced suite of tunnel detection sensing
technologies to alert commanders of the presence of clandestine
tunnels that pose a direct threat to bases, forward operating
bases, and critical infrastructure security. U.S. Forces Afghanistan
and the International Security Assistance Force prioritized fixed
sites and regional commands that will receive R2TD kits. We
have successfully procured and installed kits for several forward
operating bases throughout Afghanistan and will complete this
effort by August 2013.
Additionally, we continue to foster our relationships with
interagency partners at the Department of Homeland Security
and Customs and Border Protection to share information on
technologies and leverage re-use of Force Protection Systems
being retrograded from the U.S. Central Command Theater of
Operations.
More info: jpeocbd.osd.mil
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navy EOD Group One:

Supporting Global Threat Deterrence
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Group One
(EODGRU-1), located in San Diego, CA,
exercises administrative and operational
control of Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)
and Diving and Salvage Forces across the
western hemisphere from the Mississippi River
to Central Command.
By LCDR Donnell Evans, Public Affairs, EOD Group 1

EODGRU-1 is comprised of San Diego-based EOD Mobile Units
(EODMU) One, Three, and Eleven; EOD Training and Evaluation
Unit One (EODTEU-1); EOD Expeditionary Support Unit One
(EODESU-1); Guam-based EODMU-5; Hawaii-based Mobile
Diving and Salvage Unit One (MDSU-1); and various shorebased detachments geographically dispersed according to the
requirements of the commands they support.
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Posting one of the highest operational tempos in the Navy,
the 1,200 EODGRU-1 sailors have deployed relentlessly over the
past 11 years in support of operations Iraqi Freedom, Enduring
Freedom, and many others across the globe. EODGRU-1
deployed as the final command that led the counter-improvised
explosive device (C-IED) Joint Task Force TROY in Iraq;
EODMU-3 recently returned from Afghanistan after serving
as the battalion responsible for C-IED operations in Regional
Command Southwest; MDSU-1 is currently deployed to Bahrain
as the Central Command’s Battalion Naval Expeditionary Force;
and numerous platoons are deployed across four geographic
combatant commander’s areas of responsibility in support of
general and special operations forces from all services.

From Wartime Roots
Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) began as an outgrowth of the
experience and knowledge gained in World War II in which the
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British were forced to deal with German unexploded and delayfused bombs. In the Pacific, U.S. Navy mine disposal teams were
instrumental in identifying and disposing of explosive hazards in the
channels, harbors, and airfields of Pearl Harbor.
EODGRU-1 can trace its lineage back to Mobile Explosives
Investigation Unit Four (MEIU-4), which was formed in June 1944
and supported the invasions of Peleliu, Saipan, Guam, Iwo Jima,
Okinawa, and many other locations. In 1946, all of the MEIUs
were disestablished, and Navy Bomb and Mine Disposal was
concentrated in Indian Head, MD.
The next phase of Navy EOD development was the formation
of Mine Disposal Unit One in December 1951. Recognizing that
the demands on its EOD community had grown beyond mine
disposal, the U.S. Navy changed the name of Mine Disposal Unit
One to Explosive Ordnance Disposal Unit One in 1953. This new
organization was established to address the presence of nuclear
weapons and complex surface and underwater ordnance. Later,
EOD Group Pacific was formed in 1967 with three subordinate
commands: EODMU Pacific, EOD Shipboard Unit Pacific, and
EOD Training and Evaluation Unit Pacific. The structure was
modified in 1971, and the organization was renamed EOD Group
One.

Multi-Discipline Capable
Navy EOD forces are unique among the services as they are
capable of operating in all land and water combat environments.
Additionally, Navy EOD forces specifically train in the mobility,
weapons, and small-unit tactic skill sets required to integrate with
the Special Operations forces (SOFs) from all services. Because of
the unique prerequisites to operate as Navy EOD technicians and
salvage divers, the interview, screening, and training process for
these roles is one of the most difficult in the military. In most Navy
disciplines, sailors man the equipment that is the weapons system;
in EOD and diving, the sailor is the weapon system.

In addition to embarking carrier strike groups to support
flight operations, neutralizing unexploded enemy ordnance, and
embarking amphibious-ready groups to support U.S. Marine
Corps ship-to-shore operations or supporting submarine special
weapons movements, Navy EOD and Diving and Salvage forces
conduct C-IED operations ashore, clear harbors for follow-on
forces, repair battle-damaged ships, and embed with Naval
Special Warfare, integrating into every facet of joint maneuver
operations across the spectrum of conflict.

Looking Forward
Navy EOD and Diving and Salvage Forces have played pivotal roles
in maintaining freedom of movement for coalition forces and local
citizens. Because of their success and unmatched ability to link
sea and land to counter the enemy and terrorist asymmetrical antiaccess and area denial threat, they will continue to be the subject
matter experts to counter future threats.
With 70 percent of the world covered by water, 80 percent
of all people living near water, and 90 percent of the world’s
trade traveling by water, EODGRU-1 is well-positioned globally to
facilitate unimpeded movement of critical resources within maritime
choke points and littorals in support of both the U.S. maritime
strategy and the global economy.
More info: navy.mil/local/eod1

The Only Major Conference & Expo
Focused On Advancing the
“Beyond The Border” Declaration
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Spanning 51 weeks, the initial training for EOD technicians
consists of dive training, training on surface and air ordnance, IEDs,
nuclear ordnance, biological ordnance, parachuting, underwater
ordnance, helicopter insertion techniques, small arms, small unit
tactics, and tactical communications.

COBO CENTER
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For salvage divers, the training consists of 14 weeks of intense
instruction on underwater mechanics, dive medicine, physics, dive
planning, and salvage operations. After reporting to a diving unit,
salvage divers learn to perform underwater ship repair, salvage, and
construction using SCUBA and surface-supplied diving systems.
During the training, salvage divers and EOD technicians are
exposed to a variety of academic challenges and in-the-field
scenarios that simulate real-world events and lessons learned from
previous conflicts.
In the end, Navy EOD and Diving and Salvage Forces help to
bridge the gap between operations at sea and operations ashore
for the joint force commander.
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Sponsors

Visit www.Beyond-Border.com
for information on attending, exhibiting & sponsorships
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BizWatch
DARPA Awards
Nanosensor Project

Advanced Concept Technologies
Wins JPEO-CBD Contract

The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) announced on 28 January that Agentase, a
FLIR Systems company, has been awarded a nearly
$8 million dollar contract for the In vivo Nanosensors
for Diagnostics (IVN:Dx) program. IVN:Dx will strive to
develop new biocompatible nanosensors to measure
a range of conditions and substances in the tissue of
plants, animals, and insects.

Advanced Concept Technologies International (ACT I),
based in Alexandria, VA, is one of 70 small business
prime contractors chosen to support the Joint Program
Executive Office for Chemical Biological Defense’s
(JPEO-CBD) Omnibus Program for Engineering and
Technical Support (OPETS). Split into six domains, the
indefinite-delivery, indefinite-quantity contract holds
a cumulative value of $495 million over five years.
Seventy contractors will share the award.

The specific objective of the IVN:Dx thrust of the
In vivo Nanoplatforms (IVN) program is to develop
biocompatible nanosensors that provide continuous,
noninvasive, and highly accurate measurement of a
variety of conditions and substances within the living
tissue of animals, plants, and insects using non-toxic
materials with limited immunogenicity. These sensors
will permit qualitative and quantitative assessment
over large concentration ranges of both small (e.g.,
glucose, lactate, and urea) and large molecules
(e.g., proteins, oligonucleotides, infectious agents,
and chemical/biological threat agents) in the organism
and environment through optical, electronic, thermal,
or magnetic mechanisms.
More info: darpa.mil

ACT I, a privately owned knowledge services
provider, offers expertise in acquisition and life-cycle
management methods for energy, space, and defense.
JPEO-CBD is responsible for acquisition,
development, research, fielding and life-cycle support
of biological and chemical defense equipment and
medical countermeasures. Its eight joint project
managers manage and direct the fielding and
acquisition of decontamination systems, CBD and
reconnaissance systems, and individual and collective
protective systems. Additionally, the project managers
coordinate force protection systems, installation
systems, drugs and vaccines, medical devices and
information management systems.
More info: act-i.com

Canada and India Award
Chem Warfare Training Simulators
UK chemical warfare training simulator specialist Argon Electronics will supply
Canadian forces with a range of training systems after a $6.6 million contract
was placed via Argon’s Canadian representatives, Patlon Aircraft & Industries.
The Argon-supplied kit will allow Canadian personnel to train in the use of
these new detectors without having to use chemical aerosols during training,
making it cost-effective and environmentally-friendly. It also allows instructors
to monitor training performance electronically.
The simulation systems will be deployed at several locations throughout
Canada as part of a procurement program called the Chemical Agent
Sensors Project, valued at $85 million. The project is designed to allow
military personnel to detect not only chemical warfare agents but a wide
range of toxic industrial chemicals. Argon also recently won a contract from
the Indian Army to provide chemical detector simulators.
More info: argonelectronics.com
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Federal Resources
Provides Training and
Product Solution to
WMD CSTs
Federal Resources has delivered
CBRNE detection equipment,
product solutions, and new
equipment training to the National
Guard Bureau Weapons of Mass
Destruction – Civil Support Teams
since 2010 and will continue to
expand their support to the CST
program into 2013 with an equipment
fielding and training schedule for that
includes products from Ortec, Dräger
Safety, and Landauer.
More info: federalresources.com
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APG Roundtable

Synergy Across the CBRNE Spectrum
At a recent first-of-its-kind U.S. Army-sponsored Advanced
Planning for Industry (APBI) Small Business Forum at Aberdeen
Proving Ground (APG), MD, CST & CBRNE Source Book sat
down with leadership from DoD’s CBRN Defense Program as
they discussed key challenges facing the country, including how
industry is playing a critical part in ensuring readiness and creating
a contracting environment that offers a “win-win” for both public and
private partners.
The following officials participated in a 30-minute panel discussion
with CST & CBRNE Source Book:
Mr. Carmen J. Spencer, Joint Program Executive Officer for
Chemical and Biological Defense (JPEO-CBD)
MG Robert S. Ferrell, Commanding General, U.S. Army
Communications-Electronics Command (CECOM)
Mr. Raymond Van Pelt, CRBNE Program Advisor
20th Support Command (CBRNE)
CST & CBRNE: Please discuss the state of U.S. CBRN defense
at the national level.
Mr. Spencer: The nation’s chem-bio defense program is unique
within the DoD. Our requirements are determined by combatant
commanders, and they’re prioritized by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Our
job is to respond to the capability gaps and generated requirements.
Because of the world’s situation and the emerging threat, it has put
much more scrutiny on our ability to respond to global threats that
may jeopardize American safety from an individual and, ultimately,
a national perspective. This response may take various forms such
as therapeutics and consequence management, being able to take
care of an incident after the fact. We learn more every day, and we
really don’t know what we don’t know.
Over the past 10 years, there has been less emphasis in
the area of radiological protection. Most of today’s radiological
protection theory is still based on a Cold War mentality of mutual
destruction. We are now looking at emerging threats such as
radiological dispersing devices, something that is more of a threat
to our deployed forces in remote places, spurring thought on their
needs and ways of better protecting them.
MG Ferrell: Not only in DoD but across government as a whole, we
have to think holistically about all of these hazards, to understand
the challenges we confront along with any gaps and seams that
may need to be filled. This helps us determine the most appropriate
funding streams and the optimal way ahead to confront these
threats and accomplish our missions.
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Mr. Spencer

MG Ferrell

Mr. Van Pelt

CST & CBRNE: How is DoD working to promote more effective
use of R&D time and taxpayer dollars?
Mr. Spencer: Industry spends hundreds of millions of dollars of
their own money on R&D in investments for the health of their own
companies. It is critical for DoD and industry to share information
because they want to do R&D [to produce products we need].
We want industry to do R&D to meet our needs because every
dollar they spend is a dollar we don’t have to spend. With closer
communication between industry and government, present and
potential contractors get a better feel for DoD focus trends, major
procurements, and [so on], so industry can fine tune its R&D to
match DoD area needs, thus producing a win-win for both sides—
and, more importantly, [for] the men and women we ask to protect
the nation.
JPEO-CBD is working with the Food and Drug Administration,
Department of Health and Human Services, and industry partners
in medical R&D to take a revolutionary approach to development
of more efficient vaccine production for bio threats through use of
advanced development and manufacture processes. The goal is to
work through process challenges in an effort to minimize the time it
takes to get a vaccine from R&D to those that need it. We have a
significant challenge that big pharmaceutical companies don’t have:
We are developing vaccines for lethal infectious diseases that can’t
be tested on people. As a result, complex animal models need to
be developed, creating an entirely different layer of R&D testing. This
involves daily learning from a government standpoint to achieve the
level of accuracy and efficacy needed for human consumption.
CST & CBRNE: Please talk about how BRAC reconfigurations
have benefitted DoD-level integration.
MG Ferrell: CECOM was re-configured from over 150 buildings
at Ft. Monmouth to 15 buildings at APG. Today at our new APG
facilities, our labs are interconnected to ensure transparency
and maximize the sharing of information. In terms of integration,
there’s good synergy in the review of major weapons systems,
including holistic reviews of systems such as CREWS (Counter
Radio Electronic Warfare System) and SINCGARS (Single Channel
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APG Roundtable
Ground and Airborne Radio System). This enables us to look at the
full equipment life-cycle, from top to bottom, so that we not only
maximize efficiency but get it right the first time. By bringing all of
Team APG’s talent together across our facilities, we streamline our
processes and achieve targeted results in much less time than ever
before.

engineering, and math education in the area. In a special effort,
we’ve worked to integrate some of the surrounding community’s
expertise in the form of instructors from National Defense University
as well as leading civilian institutions that contribute their knowledge
to the development of our APG workforce and the nation’s defense
mission.

Mr. Van Pelt: From a 20th Support Command perspective, we put
in a requirement with JPEO-CBD as PM under RDECOM, R&D
testing by Edgewood and testing by ATEC, all of which occurs
here at APG. The [good thing is] that all the assets and resource
commands are under one “roof” so to speak, enabling greater
speed and accuracy that only [a] single campus organization allows.

Mr. Van Pelt: We’re finding that over the last decade, the commonality
of joint equipment, both domestically and internationally, is now
being leveraged by this “newfound” integration at APG more than
ever thought possible in the past.

MG Ferrell: Everything is connected in my mind to a “system of
systems” approach; it is not only about new facilities, a synergy of
expertise resides at APG as well. For example, one of CECOM’s
subordinate commands is the Software Engineer Center, which
supports software development, procurement, and sustainment
missions across the Army. In addition, the C4ISR Team at APG is
heavily involved in supporting the integration for our NIE (Network
Integration Evaluation) certification and validation effort that goes
on at Ft. Bliss. We can actually simulate the NIE environment here,
reducing the need for soldiers to troubleshoot out in the field. We also
have a great relationship with the local community that surrounds
APG. We have great partnerships that support science, technology,
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(617) 232-7400
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CST & CBRNE: Is this greater integration benefitting U.S.
CBRN defense on an international level?
MG Ferrell: Yes. The fact is this synergy is contributing to coalition
interoperability, enabling us to better embrace our international
partner networks and essentially bring them into our laboratories.
We are today connected in a real sense to our allies in South
Korea, Japan, and even Afghanistan, so that we can work through
challenges in a lab setting. Before, we had to try and work these out
in the field during ground operations.
Mr. Spencer: Having a South Korean officer on my staff is
tremendous with some of the initiatives we’re doing with our Asian
allies. I think international partnering as a whole is taking on another
facet in that before it was a lot of political posturing and idea
swapping; now its actual program information sharing and concrete
method discussion.
Mr. Van Pelt: At the operational level, we are going beyond NATO
partners to work with those nations that may not have had the
capability or capacity to connect with higher-level global networks.
We learn a tremendous amount from foreign partners.
CST & CBRNE: Are there any specific experiences that have
influenced readiness trends for CBRN defense?
Mr. Spencer: I think one of the primary areas of growth came
out of the H1N1 scare some years back where it was shown that
the nation was unprepared to deal with an epidemic of potential
mass proportions. Today, with the help of an ongoing DoD
chem-bio defense initiative in partnership with other government
entities such as the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) to address
better integration data from multiple sources showing common
symptoms, we are more able to get a better handle on how to
paint a more accurate picture of outbreak commonality so as to
implement [a] more appropriate response.
MG Ferrell: I think the biggest message to take away is that we in
DoD and at APG are all committed to teaming for tomorrow. It is
the Team APG approach that not only supports our nation’s security
most effectively but also minds the taxpayer’s dollars to achieve
maximum efficiency. That’s the true power that Team APG brings
to the table.

More info: www.apg.army.mil
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R&D Spotlight

ECBC scientists analyze unknown samples from around the world to determine
whether hazardous chemical or biological agents are present. (Army)

ECBC: A premier resource

for CBRNE Defense
The U.S. Army Edgewood Chemical
Biological Center (ECBC) supports all
phases of the acquisition life cycle by
providing non-medical chemical and
biological defense solutions.
By Jennifer Carroll, Outreach Specialist
ECBC Communications Team

The unpredictable nature of global terrorist events has
elevated the need for our national security to encompass a
sound defense against weapons of mass destruction. As part
of the U.S. Army Research, Development, and Engineering
Command (RDECOM), ECBC focuses on research and
development (R&D) solutions that effectively counter chemical,
biological, radiological, nuclear and high-yield explosive
(CBRNE) threats. The Center is located at the Aberdeen
Proving Ground (APG), MD, and has two additional sites
at Pine Bluff Arsenal, AR, and Rock Island Arsenal, IL.
ECBC supports all phases of the acquisition life cycle—from
basic and applied research through technology development,
engineering design, equipment evaluation, product support,
sustainment, field operations, and demilitarization—to address
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its customers’ requirements. With a long history and
proven track record of developing cutting-edge
technologies in the areas of detection, protection,
and decontamination, the Center is one of the
world’s great resources on CBRNE defense.

New Facilities Open New Doors
ECBC has reached significant milestones in the expansion
and modernization of its one-of-a-kind infrastructure. The
Center’s two most recent facility additions, the Proteomics
Core Facility and Next Generation Test Facility, are designed
to help world-class scientists and engineers find robust and
efficient solutions to emerging CBRNE threats.
ECBC and the U.S. Army Medical Research Institute
of Chemical Defense (MRICD) joined forces to launch the
Proteomics Core Facility, designed to support basic and
applied research projects with a broad, integrated approach
to complex CBRNE issues. Shared resources and state-ofthe-art equipment expand research efforts, utilizing mass
spectrometry-based proteomics, high content image analysis
of cells and tissues, and gel-based imaging. ECBC and MRICD
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support the Defense Threat Reduction Agency, Joint Science and
Technology Office, and other sponsored research in the areas of
whole genomic sequencing and finishing, whole transcriptome
analysis (RNA-Seq), expression analysis, and microRNA. ECBC’s
efforts focus on the detection and understanding of exposures to
toxins and novel chemical and biological threat agents; MRICD
efforts pursue foundational knowledge of the toxicology of
chemical agents and toxic industrial chemicals for the development
of therapeutics and prophylactic treatments to protect armed
forces and civilians.
ECBC assisted one of its key customers, the Joint Project
Manager for Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical Contamination
Avoidance, in the groundbreaking effort to establish the Next
Generation Test Facility in the Edgewood area of APG. With a
primary containment module, two large glove boxes, multiple
hoods, and testing fixtures throughout the building, this facility will
streamline and consolidate testing for detection, decontamination,
individual protection, and collective protection in one place. After
the facility’s initial operational capability at the end of FY14, ECBC
will open this resource to CBRNE customers and help them take
system-level testing against emerging chemical threats to the next
level.

A New Dimension Of Research
and Development
A strong defense is the best offense against CBRNE threats.
Based on ECBC’s cadre of technical competencies and
specialized infrastructure, the Center is well positioned to
safely work with known chemical and biological threats. More
than 1,500 civilian and onsite contractors work at the Center,
which in 2012 submitted 24 invention disclosures, filed 24
patent applications, and was awarded 16 patents.
Smarter phones, advanced analysis: ECBC is developing
technology to collect a sample, analyze the results, geotag the
location of the sample, and send the results to a laboratory for
further review—all from the same smartphone soldiers already
carry. ECBC partnered with the University of California, Los
Angeles, to adapt its prototype of a plastic clip-on “microscope”
designed for an Android phone, which significantly reduces
the need for added heavy, expensive equipment. The enduser, intended to be either civilian or military working in remote
locations, can upload the information to a biosurveillance cloud
with an electronic archive of data available to anyone with access.
This is especially important because of the ability to tag the
location from which the sample was taken, allowing for further
surveillance and monitoring of that area. The team is focused on
biological diagnostic tests, currently developing blood and urine
testing for Salmonella typhimurium (a causative agent for food
poisoning). In the near future, the team plans to add testing for
four additional pathogens.
Battlefield forensics trace explosives in fingerprints:
A team of scientists at the ECBC Research & Technology
Directorate is using a detection technique called wide-field Raman
chemical imaging (RCI) to detect and identify the presence of
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trace explosives in contaminated fingerprints on surfaces such as
plastics and painted metals. Working with the U.S. Army Criminal
Investigation Laboratory, the team demonstrated that RCI can
be used to collect a biometrically relevant image and identify
trace amounts of explosives from fingerprints, simultaneously
collecting chemical forensic information and biometric data. Since
RCI requires no additional processing of the fingerprint, such
as sampling with a piece of tape or with dusting with powder,
sample contamination and damage to the print is significantly
reduced, preserving valuable data. As improvised explosive device
attacks continue, linking trace evidence like explosive residues
and other bomb-making materials to a perpetrator has become
increasingly important. The high-quality RCI fingerprints enable
researchers to search the Automated Fingerprint Identification
System, a database of 771,000 fingerprints, and confirm matches
to real people, proving that RCI can be used to produce accurate
biometric information for forensic attribution.
Design, Build, Test, and Support: ECBC’s engineering
capabilities include the full life cycle acquisition that can begin
and end in-house at Edgewood’s facilities. Through conceptual
modeling capabilities, teams can evaluate the overall look and feel
of a piece of equipment with computer-aided design software.
State-of-the-art rapid prototyping and 3D printing labs allow
teams to create fast, low-cost prototypes of equipment to test
weight, space, and compatibility assessments before investing
in its actual production. The rapid prototyping capability allows
for teams to test and adjust designs beforehand, ensuring that
the manufactured product is the best solution. Once a design
and product are created, the evaluation phase can take place
under a hood in a newly renovated testing lab or in one of the
large-scale chambers designed to accurately test everything
from the effectiveness of protective masks to simulating harsh
weather conditions. After initial fielding of products, our engineers
continue to support equipment through continuous upgrades and
improvements.
The design, build, test, support engineering capabilities have
paved the way for several groundbreaking projects, including the
Multi-Mission Multi-Threat Detection (M3TD) Program. The M3TD
program allows ECBC scientists and engineers to efficiently test
19 different chemical agent detectors, providing industry with the
unique opportunity to improve its knowledge of chemical threats
and to assess the technical maturity of systems designed to detect
and identify chemical warfare agents. Full life cycle acquisition
capabilities helped teams create an iPad training application for
the Husky Mounted Detection System Surrogate, design and
build several iterations of the Joint Service Aircrew Mask, and
partner with Japanese Ministry of Defense representatives to
research, prototype, fabricate, and test a chemical agent detector
prototype.

Safe, Secure, and Environmentally Sound
Field Operations and Demilitarization: The Chemical Biological
Application and Risk Reduction (CBARR) Business Unit provides
a broad range of field deployable operations for the elimination of
chemical and biological agents for customers worldwide. From
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RCI technology spatially identifies trace amounts of explosives by collecting thousands of wavelengths of scattered light across magnified images of a collected fingerprint. (Army)

Australia and Albania to Washington, DC, and formerly used
defense sites across the country, CBARR’s deployable laboratory
services and chemical operations have supported remediation
and destruction activities including operation and maintenance
of explosive destruction technologies, near real-time detection of
airborne contaminants, and critical onsite analysis of air, water,
and soil samples.
In November 2012, CBARR received a letter of gratitude
from the U.S. Ambassador to Albania Alexander A. Arvizu for a
successful demilitarization operation in Tirana that destroyed a
recently discovered stockpile of chemical munitions. The Australia
Department of Defence also recognized ECBC with a stone
plaque for their supporting role in an extensive remediation effort
that safely destroyed 145 chemical ordnance items from 2010
to 2012. During World War II, the Columboola site stored more
than 170,000 rounds of mustard, and on 4 June 2012, a 100pound WWII-era mustard aircraft bomb was discovered and
decontaminated.
For more than 20 years, CBARR has supported clean-up
efforts led by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers at the Spring
Valley neighborhood site in Washington, DC, where more than
200 recovered items were decontaminated and destroyed using
the Chemical Materials Activity–owned Explosive Destruction
System and the Army-owned Transportable Detonation Chamber
T-30. CBARR has also implemented innovative approaches to
contaminated equipment removal to support the demolition of a
variety of CONUS and OCONUS chemical agent facilities. Many
CBARR personnel have served as chemical experts for the United
Nations Special Commission throughout the 1990s to eliminate
Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction and account for past WMD
programs.
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What Happens At ECBC
Does Not Stay At ECBC
The Advanced CBRNE Training program provides a direct
relationship between ECBC’s subject matter experts and
customers, allowing scientists and engineers to share their
knowledge, experience, and talents through classroom courses,
hands-on exercises, and reach-back programs. With extensive
experience in sampling technology, site characterization, and
field detection, ECBC has designed customized training for
local, state, and regional civil support teams as well as federal
government and military agencies.
Technology transfer mechanisms like cooperative research and
development agreements, or CRADAs, allow ECBC to widen the
reach of innovations beyond its original scope. On 27 March 2012,
ECBC established a CRADA with Allied Minds Federal Innovations,
Inc. (AMFI) to assess and improve its existing intellectual property
portfolio and jointly create new intellectual property. The CRADA
between ECBC and AMFI directly responds to the President
Obama’s challenge to use technology transfer as a driver for
economic growth and catalyze the global competitiveness of U.S.
industries to create viable dual-use and commercial products,
services, and technologies. The Center partnered with AMFI to help
overcome the early-stage development gap between basic research
and commercial development of ECBC technologies. Accelerating
the development and fielding of ECBC products makes CBRNE
defense solutions available to the warfighter and first-responders
faster while generating cost-savings in the process. This CRADA is
a win-win agreement that not only benefits the military and federal
government but also the U.S. economy and citizens.
More info: ecbc.army.mil
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industry partner

Training
the When
and Why:
A Systematic
Approach to
Hazard ID

Innovative HAZMAT training system puts
the “method” in “methodology.”
By John Kenneweg, Federal Resources
SafeMeasures

As technology improves, manufacturers
have done a good job making the how of
operation more and more intuitive. Complex
technologies from the not-so-distant past have
been miniaturized to handheld size and made easy
to use with advanced software and algorithms. As
these advanced tools have landed in the hands of both
servicemen and women and our nation’s civilian CBRNE
responders, they have typically come with the same old, notso-advanced training. Like most industries, ours is focused on
training how a product works: How to power on, how to run a
sample, what this light means and this icon indicates.
Our CBRNE responders find themselves well-equipped
with a toolbox full of technology, but because the training
they receive is mostly piecemeal, few, if any, are well versed in
the when and the why. Understanding the when and the why
provides you with a baseline—the beginning of a systematic
approach—rather than a box of tools that are pulled out one
after another in hopes that the answer is in the next press of
a button. The difference between teaching procedures and
explaining both the functions of and the appropriate time
at which to use advanced devices is much like the contrast
between information and knowledge. Passing on information—a
set of raw facts, for example—is much easier than imparting
knowledge, the dynamic application of those facts to form a
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Joe Gorman and Cris Aguirre instruct U.S. Army EOD soldiers. (HazMatIQ)

concept or framework that has context, meaning, and
intent. Understanding how each instrument works
is not enough: knowledge is the goal.

A New Training System
An innovative and dynamic company called
HazMatIQ has created a training system that
effectively addresses these issues. Founded in
2008 by two veteran hazmat technicians, Cris Aguirre
and Joe Gorman, HazMatIQ’s patent-pending approach
to training has led to a revolution in the CBRNE
community. Utilizing the periodic table of elements and a
series of intuitive charts, HazMatIQ makes practical sense
of the complicated science of chemistry, applying a “street
knowledge approach” to teach the predictable nature of
chemicals. Understanding the threat is paramount to grasping
the when and why of CBRNE response: If you understand that
chemistry is predictable, you will know how to respond safely
and effectively every time. As Aguirre puts it, “Good and lucky
sometimes look the same at the end.”
Several leading manufacturers have begun to integrate
HazMatIQ’s approach into their own training efforts. They, like
many of their customers, have recognized that the standard
NET training—or new equipment training—does not provide the
context necessary for applying their technologies effectively in
the field. The HazMatIQ system is the basis of an integrated new
equipment training approach—or I-NET training—that supports a
comprehensive system that goes well beyond the “buttonology”
of training. Without a systematic or integrated approach, the
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Advanced

HazMatIQ
800-518-9895

Employing the Principles
HazMatIQ delivered more than 450 of its one-day classes in 2012.
The bulk of its work comes from the fire and emergency services’
hazardous materials units, but more and more of its time is spent
with federal, military, and law enforcement organizations, including
EOD teams. As Gorman says, “It’s all chemistry. Whether you’re a
hazmat tech or an EOD tech, it’s a chemistry problem that you’re
dealing with.” The broad and complementary nature of threats
make the HazMatIQ system appealing to a wide and varied
group. These different organizations—whether a fire department,
WMD Civil Support Teams, U.S. Army EOD teams, or special
forces operators—have toolboxes that are becoming increasingly
similar. The HazMatIQ system allows these varied organizations
to understand their meter cockpit’s capabilities and limitations,
allowing the students to quickly manage conflicting information
such as cross sensitivities or false positives.
Leveraging the system and the predictability of the periodic
table of elements, the students quickly learn to “size up” known
and unknown chemical threats in seconds. Aguirre explains, “As
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All technologies have well-defined capabilities and limitations,
and understanding those parameters is paramount. Without
understanding, there can be no confidence. Without confidence,
success can be elusive. The HazMatIQ system purposely takes
some liberties with the complex and confusing science to make
practical, relevant points. Take, for example, its approach to
teaching the difference between binary salts and salts containing
complex ions: Count the capital letters in the formula. Two capital
letters represent a binary (e.g., NaCl), and more than two capital
letters indicate salts containing complex ions (e.g., KClO). The
little numbers next to the letters “[are] for college professors to
explain,” says Gorman. This simple method is used to explain why
Raman and FTIR instruments cannot identify table salt (NaCl) but
can identify potassium chlorate (KClO)—effectively addressing a
part of the elusive why of training as well as indicating when other
technologies may better serve the responder.
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Interpretation issues can lead to frustration. We’ve all heard
our colleagues voice concerns about one technology or another—
and those frustrations and concerns can lead to valuable
equipment lying unused. The truth is that most of the tools in our
responders’ toolboxes bring great value, and that value is often
substantiated by stacks of lengthy, comprehensive test reports.
So, is it the tool or is it the user? It’s mostly likely neither, but rather
the training. In the case of Raman and Fourier Transform Infrared
(FTIR) spectrometers, the underlying science of the technologies
can be confusing and is often considered irrelevant. However, it
is important that the key parts of the technology or capability are
well understood. That understanding also includes how those
technologies interact with other tools in the responder’s toolbox.
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success of any training depends on the student’s knowledge. If
the student is strong in operational knowledge but lacks a basic
understanding of chemistry, he or she is likely to be proficient at
button pushing but bad at interpretation.
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The HazMatIQ System and Charts were developed by Joe and Cris. They spent countless years and their own money to develop the HazMatIQ
System. The HazMatIQ System and Charts are protected by patents, copyrights and trademarks. Copying the Charts or teaching the HazMat IQ
System is stealing from Joe and Cris. HazMatIQ training can ONLY be delivered by authorized HazMatIQ instructors.
2012
Thank you for respecting our Intellectual Property.

Utilizing the periodic table of elements in a series of intuitive charts, HazMatIQ makes practical
sense of the complicated science of chemistry, applying a “street knowledge” approach to
teach the predictable nature of chemicals. (HazMatIQ)

a HAZMAT officer, I saw too many A students in the classroom fail
in the street. I knew that the classroom science was important,
but it was not being taught effectively, and that had to change.”
Gorman and Aguirre rolled out their training system in 2008 to fill
this need. Many are impressed with the result. After participating in
a recent training event, a soldier from the 110th Chemical Battalion
stated, “I learned more in six hours than I have in almost 17 years
in the military. Every soldier in the Chemical Corps should have
this training.” Another noted, “The training made information that
just yesterday was impossibly difficult to understand relevant to
me and my job.”
Whether it’s training on handheld Raman or FTIR instruments
or basic colorimetric technology, effective training must be more
than bare-bone facts. A system like HazMatIQ’s, when integrated
into new equipment training, is likely more important than the
technology itself. CPT Joel Bliven, Survey Team Leader for the
42nd Civil Support Team in Greenville, NC, stated, “HazMatIQ is
the first system I’ve seen that correlated the hazards of known
and unknown chemicals to instrumentation detection thresholds.
Other systems simply provide information without application
methods. HazMatIQ has the potential of significantly reducing
the learning curve of new civil support team hazmat technicians if
integrated into all introductory training.”
If our servicemen and women and CBRNE responders are
inadequately trained on the enemy’s capabilities, they must rely on
luck, not proficiency. We are fortunate that in the case of chemistry
our enemy behaves predictably. The strength of the HazMatIQ
system is focusing on when and why certain tools should be
used rather than simply showing operators how to use them.
And this is where teaching practical and predictable chemistry is
most effective. This predictability can be taught, meaning that, in
concert with a proven risk-based response system, satisfaction
with the same old NET training will be a thing of the past.
More info: federalresources.com
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TechUpdate
Dräger introduces device to
safely monitor reactive gases

Hand-Held Chem
Analysis Software

The Dräger X-am 5100 was specifically developed for the
detection of hydrogen fluoride (HF), hydrogen chloride (HCI),
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), and hydrazine (N2H4) reactive
gases. The device is particularly suited to applications such as
checking HF during the injection process for the extraction of
crude oil, testing H2O2 during the bleaching process in pulp
and paper production, and monitoring sterilization units used in
the medical field..

Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., leader in serving
science, has announced software enhancements
to its FirstDefender RM and FirstDefender
RMX handheld Raman chemical identification
instruments. The software enhancements allow
for faster results, detection of chemicals at lower
concentrations, and a first-ever tagging feature
that enables users to prioritize and tag individual
chemicals of interest.

“Dräger continually seeks to develop products that protect
the safety of individuals who work in potentially hazardous
environments,” says Ed Ligus, product manager at Dräger.
“The X-am 5100 is a portable, easy-to-use monitor that
reliably detects the presence of reactive gases in a variety of
workplaces.”
The special design of the monitor prevents reactive gases
from depositing on the housing (gas adsorption). Direct gas
entry to the sensor, fast sensor response times, and precise
measurement results are also ensured with this design. If the
monitor detects an aforementioned gas, it warns the user with
audible, visual, and vibration alarms.
More info: draeger.com

Chem Defense
Equipment Upgrades
New laboratory equipment at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD, is making chemical defense research
easier, therefore increasing its pace.
What might be called an upgraded glove
box, the two-person workstation at the U.S.
Army Medical Research Institute of Chemical
Defense will no longer lose productivity bleaching
the system between experiments. Now, a vapor
decontamination glove box will neutralize toxic
chemicals much more quickly.
Developed jointly by USAMRICD research
and facilities staffs, Edgewood area garrison
engineers, the Baker Company, and the STERIS
Corporation, the 19-foot workstation will be a
central component in toxicant gas, vapor, and
aerosol research.

The FirstDefender® RM/RMX v4.0 software
includes updated chemical identification algorithms
that are designed to accelerate complex mixture
analysis. Chemical analysis is enhanced for
tagged items, leading to detection capability at
lower concentrations. On-screen visual notification
highlights the presence of a tagged item for
escalation as defined by a commanding officer.
In addition to updated matching algorithms and
the new tagging feature, the FirstDefender RM/
RMX v4.0 software update includes an expanded
on-board library.
More info: thermofisher.com

EOD Robot Power
Battelle recently won a $6.2 million contract to build battery
boxes at its advanced manufacturing facility for the DoD. The
MK2 Battery Box is used to power the Man Transportable
Robotic System (MTRS) used by Explosives Ordnance
Disposal technicians to remotely perform reconnaissance in
missions involving Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) and
other unexploded ordnance.
The MK2 Battery Box is a robust “smart” power management
system for the MK2 robotic platform developed in conjunction
with Penn State University’s Applied Research Laboratory. That
successful partnership and Battelle’s cost-effective production
saves the government money and increases the length of time
the battery can operate.
Batelle recently won a new five-year, task-order contract to
deliver up to 500 per year to the Naval Surface Warfare Center’s
Naval Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technology Division.
More info: batelle.com

More info: apg.army.mil
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Weapons Challenge

The Chemical

Syria:

The U.S. and its partners face numerous
challenges as the threat of Syria’s chemical
weapons use—or theft—grows.
By George Jagels

Since early 2011, an armed rebellion that developed out of
brutally repressed peaceful protests has significantly weakened
the Syrian government run by President Bashar al-Assad. Over
60,000 people—mostly civilians—have been killed in that time.
Fears over the regime using chemical weapons have spread
as the military situation has stalemated and time has seemed
to favor the rebels, who mostly exist under the umbrella of the
Free Syria Army (FSA). On 20 August 2012, President Barack
Obama, who has resisted calls for major U.S. intervention
in the conflict, said that the Assad regime’s use of chemical
weapons represents a “red line” that would trigger “enormous
consequences.” The White House has frequently reiterated
this position. The U.S. has since recognized the Syrian
Opposition Coalition as the “legitimate voice of the Syrian
people” (according to Secretary of State John Kerry) and
pledged $60 million in non-lethal aid to help the group govern
rebel-held territories.

Assad’s Arsenal
The exact makeup of Syria’s chemical arsenal is unknown,
as the country is controlled by one of the more opaque
regimes in the world and is a non-signatory to the Chemical
Weapons Convention. Open-source reporting indicates that
VX, sarin, and mustard gas in uncertain but significant
quantities comprise the Syrian stockpile. VX, the most lethal
of the group, has never seen combat. Saddam Hussein
infamously used sarin against the Kurdish population in 1988,
and the Japanese group Aum Shinrikyo released it in the
Tokyo subway to deadly effect in 1995. Those familiar with the
First World War recognize mustard gas as a sometimes fatal
blistering agent.
Delivery options vary from bombs dropped from the
air to Scud missiles, unguided rockets, and artillery shells.
Conventional uses of these platforms entered the conflict years
ago, so preparing them for chemical weapons use would not
be particularly difficult. Although media reporting in November
and early December 2012 indicated that regime forces at air
bases had loaded sarin precursors into bombs, the process of
mixing the chemicals appears never to have occurred, possibly
due to diplomatic efforts led by Russia and China.
Since that time, however, the situation has become more
complicated. In January 2013, a leaked State Department
cable presented strong evidence from a special investigation
that the Syrian military released a chemical agent in the city of
Homs on the night of 23 December 2012. The attack killed at
least seven people and wounded tens of others, with victims
describing such symptoms as difficulty breathing, burning eyes,
temporary blindness, nausea, numb joints, unconsciousness,
and temporary paralysis, according to Foreign Policy magazine.
Witness reports were very contradictory, with no agreement on
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the agent’s delivery method, smell, color, or the proper treatment
response, though videos of the aftermath do show fatalities with
no visual wounds. The cable stated that the somewhat mysterious
compound Agent 15 was likely used, though this is far from
conclusive.
According to reporter Raffi Khatchadourian, Agent 15 “works
pretty much in direct opposition to the way nerve agents work.” It
blocks the flow of acetylcholine instead of hastening it, preventing
the neurotransmitter from completing its journey and conveying
its message. But the fact that some victims of the attack were
treated successfully with atropine, Khatchadourian wrote on The
New Yorker website, means that an anticholinergic agent could not
have been used. The substance might have been a weaponized
pesticide rather than sarin or Agent 15, he postulated. For its part,
the State Department distanced itself from its own investigation by
claiming the Syrians misused a riot-control gas that night and did
not engage in chemical warfare.
Among many claims of chemical weapons use, the U.N.,
at the Syrian government’s behest, is investigating the possible
deployment of chlorine gas outside of Aleppo on 19 March. Both
the rebels and government claim the other launched the attack,
which killed 31 people. According to the Associated Press, U.S.
officials are skeptical that it was “a weaponized chemical attack.”
These incidents typify America’s policy dilemma: The red line
for chemical weapons use was clearly meant to prevent mass
deployment or even one catastrophic incident, but the events in
Homs and elsewhere are both unclear and much less deadly than,
for example, a heavy artillery barrage in an urban area.

Scenarios for Use
The Syrian regime claims it would only employ chemical weapons
against foreign invaders, but, as Director of National Intelligence
James Clapper noted on 12 March, an “increasingly beleaguered
regime” will grow more desperate as the rebels fight on.
Nevertheless, media discussions of Syria often simplify the threat
assessment of Syria’s chemical weapons, according to Gregory
Koblentz, an associate professor at George Mason and WMD
specialist. “A very simplistic link is made between the notion that 1
gram of sarin could kill a person, and the Syrian regime, let’s say,
has 100 metric tons of sarin, [and] therefore the Syrians could kill
X number of thousands of people,” he said. “This exaggerates
the threat. There’s a focus on a few basic numbers that hides the
real lethality of the threat in the context in which they’d actually be
used.”
Chemical weapons, Koblentz continued, are generally most
effective against large concentrations of enemy combatants,
particularly when they are in hard-to-reach places (see Iraq’s use
of sarin against the Kurds) and against command and control
centers. More specifically, Assad loyalists could use area-denial
chemical weapons such as VX and mustard gas to block mountain
passes, bridges, and tunnels should they decide to retreat to the
northwestern part of the country, where a more regime-friendly
ethnicity, the Alawites, predominate.
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Though a “last stand” after abandoning Damascus cannot
be ruled out, neither of the first two scenarios accurately portrays
the fluidity of the Syrian battlefield, where small, geographically
dispersed, decentralized groups characterize the FSA. This makes
the use of chemical weapons in a “meaningful way” unlikely,
according to Koblentz. Additionally, strategic risks are unknown
but ominous for Assad: President Obama may choose to act
on his “red line” declaration, FSA allies such as Turkey may push
even more weapons to the rebels, or Russia and China may
withdraw already lukewarm support. With little money and no
ability to produce equipment themselves, Syria’s rebels have few
chemical defense options. Gas masks and atropine injectors could
be shipped in by Turkey, Qatar, and other FSA supporters, but
such basic protections are luxuries to hard-pressed rebels who
must face the immediate problems of troops, artillery, armor, and
aircraft. Syria’s neighbors, probably only under threat of chemical
attack if they intervened directly, are prepared to varying degrees
for chemical strikes. Israel has deployed its anti-rocket defense
system, Iron Dome, to its border with Syria, and Jordan is hosting
U.S. special operators to help prepare the country.

Tactical and Strategic Prevention
During a Pentagon press conference on 10 January, General
Martin E. Dempsey said that “[t]he act of preventing the use of
chemical weapons would be almost unachievable.” It is not often
that the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs admits that the power of
the U.S. military is clearly limited, but his frank assessment is
difficult to refute. Dempsey noted that it would be necessary to
observe preparations taking place in advance, requiring persistent
surveillance of “unlikely” quality. Intelligence, in other words, would
have to be perfect, as satellite or aerial surveillance would likely not
reveal what exactly Syrians were doing.
Due to dispersal risks, anti-chemical weapon munitions must
do more than simply blow up the target. Should the U.S. and/or
NATO decide to intervene in Syria, a suite of specialized options
exists for neutralizing chemical weapons. With the help of the
Defense Threat Reduction Agency, the Pentagon can bring to
bear a weapon the effect of which resembles a giant shotgun blast
(CBU-107 Passive Attack Weapon); bunker-busting phosphorous
bombs (the “Shredder”); and a multi-stage thermocorrosive
chemical destroyer (“Vulcan Fire”). Yet these weapons are
not panaceas: If the agent-defeat weapons are only partially
successful, deadly chemical compounds could be indiscriminately
released into the air or left open to theft by unknown elements.
Seizing the country’s four chemical production facilities might be
more definitive, but, setting aside the dangers of such action, the
chemicals themselves could be scattered throughout the country
at unknown sites.
Despite this dour reality, the U.S. and others still can act to
prevent the use of WMD. Strategically, deterrence has generally
worked against the Syrian regime, and Washington will likely
continue this policy. As General Dempsey said in January, “I
think that Syria must understand by now that the use of chemical
weapons is unacceptable. And to that extent, it provides a
deterrent value.” A month later, he reiterated that Syria’s chemical
stockpile remained secure.
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At lower levels, arms control proponents Daryl Kimball and
Paul Walker believe that Washington can use its leverage with
the FSA and its allies to assure Syrian army units guarding the
country’s chemical weapons factories and numerous depots “that
individuals who maintain security of the weapons will be given
favorable consideration in the post-Assad future.” As a further
deterrent, Kimball and Walker wrote in The Christian Science
Monitor, the U.S. can declare officers in charge of weapons sites
legally responsible for the security of the weapons under their
command.

Terrorism, Chaos, and Reactions
Policy makers from around the region and the world are also
preparing for another threat: part of the Syrian government’s
chemical stockpile falling into the hands of extremists and terrorists.
Former Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta said on 10 January
that conversations with regional partners are ongoing regarding
courses of action if the Syrian army abandons the material under
its care, but he said, “We’re not working on options that involve
(U.S.) boots on the ground.” His replacement, Chuck Hagel, has
not indicated that this stance has changed. Still, U.S. troops are
on the ground, with reporting showing that British and American
commandos have spent the last year training their Turkish and
Jordanian counterparts to take hold of WMD sites inside Syria.
However, a Pentagon estimate from late 2012 shows that up to
75,000 troops would be needed to seize all of the chemical sites
in Syria.
While precluding extensive land operations, the Obama
administration must still minimize the influence and capabilities
of extremists. The concerns over radical Islamists seizing some
chemical weapons are particularly relevant because these groups
appear to be ascendant among the opposition. Jubhat Al Nusra,
a five-to-ten-thousand-strong resistance group unaffiliated with the
FSA, is widely considered to be the most capable rebel fighting
force in the country. While this group seems focused on their
home country, they do work with Al Qaeda in Iraq. The latter’s
appearance in Syria is minimal, but their long-standing desire to
acquire WMD makes any presence very concerning.
For U.S.-ally Israel, acquisition of chemical weapons by militant
groups would likely precipitate a major conflict. Having already
endured numerous rocket attacks from Lebanon, whose southern
border is controlled by Hezbollah, and a surprisingly difficult
operation to stop them in 2006, Israel appears ready to act very
aggressively to prevent the transfer of any advanced weapons out
of Syria. To wit, the 30 January airstrike against Syrian vehicles
supposedly moving anti-aircraft weapons toward Lebanon.
If terrorists manage to acquire chemical weapon compounds,
mixing and operationalizing them will be challenging. Certain types
of weapons, such as SCUD missile warheads, are cumbersome,
and some of Syria’s weapons are binary, requiring mixing to be
effective. “If terrorists steal these chemicals, they’ll have to mix
them themselves. And if they don’t do it properly, they might not
get anything all that dangerous,” said Koblentz. “Some of these
things won’t be useful to terrorist groups. It will require some skill
to take only the chemical payload out of a munition and put that
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into your own IED.” Yet the right combination of money, coercion,
and defectors could see Al Qaeda or another network possess
the expertise necessary to use stolen chemical weapons that are
deadly even in small amounts.
U.S. and allied reactions in the case of a breakdown of the
Syrian units guarding depots, like those regarding the regime’s
potential use of the weapons, would be limited. Special operators
could be dispatched to neutralize the weapons at unsafe
facilities—much easier said than done. R. Jeffrey Smith of The
Center for Public Integrity, a Washington-based think tank, wrote
that senior U.S. government officials are deeply concerned about
the destabilizing effects of competing rebel groups “brandishing”
chemical weapons as a sign of their power, so ideas on how to
secure them are widely discussed in the U.S. capital. According
to Smith, these include convincing Assad to go into exile, urging
restraint on key rebel commanders, and trying to keep the highly
trained Syrian Army units guarding the sites. Some reports indicate
that this tactic is already at work: U.S. and Israeli intelligence
groups appear to be reminding relevant Syrian officers of the best
course of action using social media.
Allies and partners—whether acting within existing organizations
or ad hoc—will be particularly relevant in persuading rebels to give
up and in removing and destroying the Syrian stockpile. Middle
Eastern states such as Qatar and Saudi Arabia have provided the
rebels with significant arms and aid and therefore might effectively
pressure them to surrender chemical weapons to a coalition. Land
in Jordan, Turkey, and/or Iraq will be needed to hold the weapons
and, possibly, to build facilities to destroy them.

The Next Steps
Since protests began almost two years ago, pundits, true
experts, and high-ranking government officials the world over have
predicted President Assad’s demise. Yet through war, terrorism,
and sanctions, he remains alive and in power. While fixing a date
for the end of the war seems foolish, there are good reasons to
believe the rebels will eventually win. Preparing for this outcome
and for the uncertainty and risks of the war itself should be a
priority for policy makers.
Despite the inherent uncertainty, the U.S. and its allies have
both indirect and direct approaches to mitigating the threat of
the Syrian government using—or terrorists stealing—chemical
weapons. Deterrence and working with relevant elements of the
Syrian army as well as the FSA will provide influence without heavy
involvement. Gaining assurances from rebel leaders that WMD will
be safely cared for, and hopefully slated for destruction, seems
preferable to limited and risky special operations or dangerous
and incomplete inspections. More directly, allied nations can begin
to deploy teams to remove chemical weapons from Syria and
create the infrastructure necessary for their destruction. With no
guarantee that any single method will work, policy makers, like the
CBRNE-threat responder, must be prepared for anything.

More info: contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com
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leadership

forum

Leading companies told CST & CBRNE Source Book
about their efforts to provide national security defenders
cutting-edge capabilities in biological threat detection.

HazMatID
By Aaron M. Gagnon, Director, Product Management, Chemical,
Biological, Trace, and Rad/Nuc Systems, Smiths Detection

Aaron M. Gagnon

Smiths Detection takes a multi-layered
approach, particularly in the case of bio
threat hazards, which can appear as either
powder or aerosols. Given this evolving
range of threats, Smiths Detection markets
a suite of technologies designed to work in
concert to quickly give military and civilian
First Responders the most accurate,
actionable information under even the
harshest conditions.

Unknown substances can be tested and identified following
a triage approach with complementary technologies. This usually
begins by classifying the sample using the ruggedized field portable
HazMatID Elite FTIR to determine if it is a simple substance or a
complex mixture. Next, a trace amount of sample can be tested
for the presence of protein, common to all bio-agents, using a
BioCheck Powder Screening Test Kit. Finally, a trace sample
can be tested for both types of high-threat bio-agents—biotoxin & microbial—using Nano-Intelligent Detection System (NIDS)
multiplexed immunoassay test strips, which provide answers in five
to 15 minutes. When needed, a field presumptive confirmatory ID
can also be made using the Bio-Seeq PLUS PCR Bio-Identifier.

Tac Bio Collection
A similar systems approach has been developed for detection,
collection, and identification of bio-aerosol particles, beginning with
the Tactical Biological Detector (TacBio) to detect the presence of
airborne biological agents. TacBio can automatically trigger the
SASS-3100 Dry Particle Collector to collect airborne particles
onto an electrostatic filter, and these collected particles can easily
be extracted into a buffer solution using the SASS-3010 Particle
Extractor. The collected particles can then be identified using
NIDS and Bio-Seeq PLUS.
Smiths Detection’s complete Detect/Collect/Identify capability
significantly enhances U.S. national and even global bioresponse
capabilities because it is field-portable and suitable for use at a
broad range of special events, from a survey vehicle or as a part
of an incident response. It also requires less than 45 minutes from
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the time that a bio-aerosol is detected until it can be collected,
extracted, and identified using TacBio, SASS-3100, SASS-3010,
and NIDS, which improves mitigation times—and may ultimately
save lives.

Deployable Data Capture
By Bobby Sheikhan, Director of Product Management
RAE Systems

Bobby Sheikhan

Defense teams and emergency response
organizations are required to respond
rapidly to a variety of CBRNE and toxic gas
threats at multiple locations simultaneously.
Incident commanders are tasked with
making critical, split-second decisions; as
such, the delivery of real-time situational
threat data and alarm status is a critical
safety component for reducing incident
response times and saving lives.

Real-time personal and point threat-detection capabilities can
now be easily deployed in these response situations using RAE
Systems’ ProRAE Guardian (PRG) Wireless Safety Monitoring
System.

Awareness on Demand
The PRG wirelessly delivers real-time data on toxic gases and
radiation with responders’ locations and physiological conditions,
which can be viewed remotely by incident commanders to
provide real-time situational awareness of those in the “hot zone.”
Additionally, this information can be shared by multiple responder
teams through a secure Internet connection to aid mission control,
simplify the coordination of joint operations, and allow remote
experts to be added in real time. This enables faster data-driven
decisions that reduce incident response times and save lives.
The PRG System connects with RAE Systems’ portable
ToxiRAE Pro single-gas monitors, MultiRAE multi-threat detectors,
Lead art: Cpl. Tyler Jones, a chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear defense specialist
with Combat Logistics Regiment 27, 2nd Marine Logistics Group, marks evidence found in a
classroom during Exercise Joint Force Denial in Beaufort, N.C.. During the training, Marines
joined forces with the 42nd Civil Support Team, the Army’s equivalent to a CBRN section, to
search and control a simulated contamination inside an abandoned grade school. (U.S. Marine
Corps photo by Pfc. Franklin E. Mercado)
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GammaRAE II R radiation detectors, AreaRAE transportable multigas and radiation instruments, BioHarness biometric devices, and
approved third-party instruments. The system is also compatible
with optional RAE’s plume modeling and hazardous material
decision-support software to increase public and responder safety.
Current users of RAE Systems instrumentation include the
Air Force, Navy, National Guard Weapons of Mass Destruction
Civil Support Teams, the Environmental Protection Agency, Postal
Inspection Service, FBI, Department of Homeland Security, and
FEMA.

Breaking the Bio Chain

Certified by the Department of Homeland Security
Developmental, Testing, and Evaluation Designation (DTED)
Program and listed on the FEMA website, BioDefense’s
MailDefender has been requested by DoD; the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, and Firearms; the Royal Saudi Government Embassy in
Washington, DC; and other high-profile government organizations.

A Versatile
Surveillance Solution
By Lou Banks, BioSurveillance Marketing Manager
BioFire Diagnostics, Inc.

By David Smith, CEO, BioDefense Corporation

David Smith

BioDefense Corporation manufactures the
MailDefender, a portable, self-contained
unit about the size of a dishwasher that
destroys bio-pathogens that can be sent in
the mail—anthrax, smallpox, and botulism,
for example—while preserving the integrity
of the mail. Instead of ionizing radiation
typically used in mail sanitization, the unit
uses off-the-shelf technology to break the
DNA chain of these lethal bio-pathogens.

Point of Entry Protection
Using microwave-based technology, the MailDefender platform
operates at electromagnetic energy levels in a vacuum that are
much lower than those used in gamma ray or even e-beam
irradiation technologies. This attribute prevents damaging the mail
or threatening the health of operators or mail recipients. HEPA
and activated carbon-based filters are used first to treat internal
chamber air from viral and bacterial matter and then to remove any
volatile organic compounds that may result as part of the heater
sterilization process.
MailDefender is typically operated directly in the mail room or
point of entry for the mail into a facility. After the mail is placed
inside the chamber and the door is closed, a single button starts
the decontamination process. When it is complete, the mail can be
immediately removed and distributed. MailDefender can process up
to 200 letters per 90-minute cycle.

Ease of Facilitation, Expense
The MailDefender is a reasonable choice for bio-pathogen
removal. There are no special certifications needed to operate the
MailDefender: After a half-day training session, everyone in the mail
room will be able to operate the unit. Additionally, the cost of a
MailDefender is significantly less as compared to those associated
with lost productivity and HAZMAT response from a bio-terrorism
event, such as multi-million-dollar expenses of facility cleanup and
potential hospitalization if a lethal bio-pathogen is released.

www.tacticaldefensemedia.com

Lou Banks

BioFire provides a suite of biothreat
detection systems that furnish accurate,
timely information for current and emerging
threats in a number of operational scenarios
from field to clinical applications. Whether
the biological threats are deliberate terrorist
attacks or natural disease outbreaks,
BioFire’s surveillance systems have
been designed for ease of use with the
warfighter in mind.

BioFire’s newest system, the FilmArray, supports the National
Strategy for BioSurveillance (issued by the White House in
July 2012) by providing clinical diagnostic capability as well as
environmental bioterrorism attack surveillance. A single system
that supports multiple uses significantly reduces logistical, training,
and cost burdens.

Rapid Results in Every Realm
In the garrison hospital, FilmArray’s comprehensive test panel
based on patient symptoms provides military physicians with
timely information to administer proper treatments or quarantine
the afflicted to prevent the spread of disease. After all, soldiers
lose more days in the field due to infectious disease outbreaks
than they do from battle-related injuries. Currently, a respiratory
panel that tests for 17 viral and three bacterial disease agents is
FDA-cleared with panels for identification of positive blood cultures
and gastrointestinal diseases in different stages of development.
In field settings, troops charged with testing swabs, air
collections, and other environmental sample types rely on
rapid results to provide better situational awareness, posture
operational readiness levels, avoid contaminated areas, and
validate decontamination of systems or personnel. Biothreat
and pandemic surveillance provides a broad range of protection
for deployed assets. Using the same system for environmental
and diagnostic samples enables providers and commanders to
access important results accurately and quickly.
More info: contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com
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21st International Conference

Confidence means knowing the most important life, health, and safety
decisions can be made in the field. That’s why you need the Agilent
5975T LTM GC/MSD – the industry’s first transportable GC/MS system
that delivers lab-quality analysis
Perform lab-quality analysis in the field
The Agilent 5975T Low Thermal Mass (LTM) GC/MSD delivers the same
reliability and performance as our high-end Agilent 5975C Series GC/MSD – at less
than two-thirds the size.
• Fast analysis and results. Uses advanced heating and cooling technology.
• Safer transport. Anti-vibration base and solid mechanical structure meets highest
standard for ruggedness.
• Lower equipment costs. Equally suitable for in-lab and mobile analysis.
Download your FREE 5975T information kit or request a quote at
www.agilent.com/chem/5975T_InformationKit
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